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Abstract: Efficient capture of particulate matter in the smoke mainstream using low-cost filter pads is
important for cost-effective analysis of mainstream smoke. The Cambridge filter pad (CFP) is the
standard material for the collection of particulate matter in the mainstream. In this work, we report a
low-cost alternative to CFP, which is composed of a cellulose acetate fiber (CAF) interlayer and two
cotton fiber (CF) layers on both sides. The CF/CAF/CF filter exhibited high affinity toward typical
tobacco additives such as glycerol and glycerol triacetate. In addition, the CF/CAF/CF filter had a
favorable porous structure for the trapping of particulate matter. Due to these beneficial features,
the CF/CAF/CF filter exhibited improved particulate matter trapping performance. These results
suggest that the as-developed CF/CAF/CF filter could be a low-cost alternative to CFP.

Keywords: cellulose; cellulose acetate; porous structure; tobacco; trapping; particulate matter;
mainstream smoke

1. Introduction

Thousands of compounds have been identified from the mainstream smoke of tobacco
so far. These compounds include toxic constituents as well as flavor agents that endow the
tobacco products with unique characteristics [1–7]. Precise identification of the compounds
in the mainstream smoke is the foundation for understanding the potential influence of
tobacco on human health and the design of user-friendly tobacco products. The primary
challenge for the analysis of mainstream smoke is the difficulty of collecting the components
such as glycerol and glycerol triacetate from the mainstream effectively.

The particulate phase, which is mainly condensed droplets with a size of ~0.2 to
0.4 µm, is the main phase of mainstream smoke [8]. In general, analysis of the particulate
phase is conducted by collecting the particulate phase from the mainstream, followed by
extraction and quantification of desired components from the collected particulate phase.
Materials with rich polar functional groups (e.g., hydroxyl groups) can be used for trapping
the mainstream smoke. Cellulose-based material is a class of low-cost and biocompatible
material that has a high potential for effective trapping of the particulate phase. However,
the use of cellulose-based materials for such applications has not been explored. According
to a standard protocol [9], glass fiber pads used as smoke filters are properly fitted into
holders and conditioned in a test atmosphere for more than 12 h. Afterwards, smoking
experiments are conducted with a smoking machine, and the particulate in the smoke is
trapped in the glass fiber pad. The weight difference of the glass fiber pad before and after
smoking experiments was recorded and used to analyze the amount of total particulate
matter (TPM) [10]. In addition, the substances on the particulate matter can be extracted
with 2-propanol and further analyzed. Depending on the upper limit of TPM to be analyzed
(150 mg or 600 mg), a glass fiber pad with a diameter 44 mm or 92 mm is used.
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The Cambridge filter pad (CFP) is the most commonly used smoke filter. So far, CFP
has been widely used to trap TPM for the analysis of substances adsorbed on TPM such
as particle state radicals [11], gas phase radicals [12], nicotine [13], aromatic amines [14],
benzopyrene [15], aldehyde species [16], and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [17]. De-
spite the successful use of CFP for the trapping and analysis of tobacco mainstream smoke,
the high cost of CFP might limit its widespread use. Herein, we report the development
of a low-cost alternative to CFP, which is a tri-layer pad composed of environmentally
friendly cellulose-based materials. Such a cellulose-based trapping pad is of low cost. In
addition, its preparation is simple and does not require the use of a binder material that
could interfere with the trapping process. The trapping behavior of the novel tri-layer pad
was quantified and compared with CFP.

2. Materials and Equipment
2.1. Materials

Isopropanol (99.7 wt%, Shanghai, China), naphthalene (99.0 wt%, Shanghai, China),
glycerol (99.0 wt%, Shanghai, China), glyceryl triacetate (99.0 wt%, Shanghai, China) and
Whatman Cambridge filters (Shanghai, China) were purchased from Alladin Reagent
Co., Ltd. Cotton fiber was purchased from Tai’an Dayu Textile Co., Ltd. (Taian, China),
and cellulose acetate fiber was obtained from HuBei Tobacco Co. Ltd. (Wuhan, China).
Nonflammable cigarette products MOK and COO were provided by China Tobacco Hubei
Co., Ltd. (Wuhan, China). The length of COO was ~5.5 cm. A high-speed multifunction
crusher (800Y, Boou Hardware Products Co., Ltd., Yongkang, China) and tablet press
(PC-24S, Pinchuang Technology Co., Ltd., Guilin, China) were used.

2.2. Preparation of Composite Fiber Filter

A composite fiber filter was made by pressing three layers of filter, in which the top
and bottom layers were cotton fibers with different pore sizes, and the interlayer was a
cellulose acetate fiber filter. The production flow chart is shown in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of production process for three-layer composite filter.

2.2.1. Preparation of Cotton Fiber Filter

Firstly, the natural cotton fiber filter plate was cut into broken fibers with a growth
degree of 1–2 mm, and the broken fibers were further crushed to a length <0.5 mm by a
high-speed multi-functional crusher. After the above treated cotton fibers were dispersed,
350 mg was weighed to produce a uniform circular cake with a diameter of 42 mm and a
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thickness of 3–5 mm. The pressure of the tablet press was controlled at 2 MPa, which was
maintained for 10 s, and the cotton fiber filter was pressed as the top layer of the composite
filter. The preparation method for the bottom cotton fiber filter was similar to that of the
top layer. The mass of the cotton fiber was 550 mg, the pressure of the tablet press was
3 MPa, the pressure was maintained for 10 s, and the cotton fiber filter was pressed and
used as the bottom layer of the composite filter.

2.2.2. Preparation of Cellulose Acetate Fiber Filter

Cellulose acetate fiber samples weighing 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mg, respectively,
were crushed to a length <0.5 mm with a high-speed multi-functional crusher. The pressure
of the tablet press was controlled at 6 Mpa, the pressure was maintained for 10 s, and the
cellulose acetate fiber filter with a diameter of 42 mm and uniform thickness was pressed.

2.2.3. Pressing of Three Layers of Filter

The cotton fiber filter plate and cellulose acetate fiber filter plate were placed in
sequence and pressed together by the tablet press. The pressure of the tablet press was
2 MPa, and the pressure was maintained for 10 s to prepare the composite fiber filter plate.

2.3. Mainstream Smoke Capture Experiment

The composite filter prepared above and the Cambridge filter pad were put into the
filter holder, respectively. Ten blank heated non-burning cigarettes were selected, and
the particle phase composition in the mainstream smoke was captured by the self-made
smoking device in the laboratory for subsequent quantification. The heating chamber
was heated to 250 ◦C and the release experiment began. The suction interval was 30 s,
and the suction duration was 2 s. The suction volume was set to be 55 mL, and a total of
8 aspirations were taken.

2.4. Quantitative Analysis Experiment

The quantitative analysis experiment was similar to that in reference [18]. The com-
posite fiber filter and glass fiber filter with trapped mainstream smoke particulates were re-
spectively put into sample bottles, 20 mL isopropanol solution containing internal standard
naphthalene (20 mg/L) was added, and the extraction was conducted at room temperature
for 60 min with oscillation. After centrifugation, the supernatant was collected for gas
chromatographic analysis.

The GC conditions were the same as those in reference [18]. For accurate quantification,
standard solutions of 2 mg L−1, 4 mg L−1, 6 mg L−1, 8 mg L−1, and 10 mg L−1 glycerol
and triglyceride triacetate were prepared, and the standard curves were determined.

2.5. Characterizations

FTIR measurement: A drop of glycerin or triglyceride triacetate was placed on the
surface of cotton fiber, cellulose acetate fiber, and glass fiber, respectively. The FTIR spectra
were detected by a VATAR FT-IR370 spectrometer after the sample was dry. The wavelength
range was 400–4000 cm−1. Sixty-four scans were conducted for each FTIR measurement.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) characterization: A JSM-7500F/JSM-7500F scan-
ning electron microscope was used to photograph the surface morphology of cotton fiber,
cellulose acetate fiber, glass fiber, respectively. The accelerating voltage was 10.0 kV. Before
testing, the surface of each material was coated with gold by sputtering coater (Hitachi,
E-1010, Hitachi International Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

XRD (X-ray diffraction): Cotton fiber filter, cellulose acetate fiber filter, and glass fiber
filter were measured with an Empyrean instrument, respectively using Cu Kα radiation of
wavelength 1.5406 Å (40 kV, 40 mA). The scanning range was 10–50◦.

DFT (density function theory) analysis: All structural optimizations and energy calcu-
lations were performed using Materials Studio’s DMol3 module. The generalized gradient
approximation (GGA)-Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was used to calculate the
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exchange correlation energy. The basis set of double numerical orbits + orbital polarization
function (DNP) was selected. In order to accelerate the convergence rate of self-consistent
field (SCF) iteration and allow orbit relaxation during calculation, Fermi Smearing was
set to 0.005 Ha. The convergence criteria of atomic energy change, maximum stress and
displacement were set as 1 × 10−5 Ha, 2 × 10−3 Ha/A, and 5 × 10−3 A, respectively. After
the convergence test, the orbital cutoff accuracy was set to 4.9 A; the binding energy (Eb)
calculation formula is as follows:

Eb = Etotal − EG − EC (1)

where, Etotal, EG, EC represent the total energy after combination and the monomer energy
after structural optimization, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Compositional and Morphological Characterizations

A tri-layer pad was designed as a mainstream smoke filter. In the middle of the
pad, a cellulose acetate fiber membrane (CAF) with high hydrophobicity was used to
trap particulate matter in the mainstream. Hydrophilic cotton fiber (CF) membrane was
composited on both sides of the cellulose acetate fiber membrane to construct the composite
pad (abbreviated as CF/CAF/CF in the following). The CF layer had a relatively larger
pore size than the CAF interlayer and was used to trap water vapor and hydrophilic
components in the mainstream. The two surface CF layers were endowed with different
porous features for effective filtering of particulate matter of different sizes. The control
of the porous properties of the CF layer was realized by the control of pressure during
layer fabrication. The compositions of the CF, CAF, and CFP were firstly analyzed with
XRD characterizations. As seen in Figure 1, the XRD pattern of CFP showed a broad peak
centered at ~28◦ [19], which is typical for an amorphous SiO2 material. CAF also showed
a broad peak at ~20.9◦ [20], which could be probably attributed to the characteristic Iβ
peak of cellulose material. In comparison, a series of well-developed crystalline peaks of
cellulose could be identified from the XRD spectra of CF. These peaks were (101) peak
(2θ = 14.8◦), (101) peak (2θ = 20.60◦), (002) peak (2θ = 22.8◦) and (040) peak (2θ = 34.5◦) [21].
Additionally, according to the formula reported in the literature [22], the crystallinity index
of CF was calculated as 32.04%. The morphology of the CFP and CF/CAF/CF filter were
investigated with SEM (Figure 2). CFP exhibited a uniform fibrous structure. The fiber
diameter ranged from tens to hundreds of nm. Irregular pores formed by the stacking
of fibers were present in CFP, and the average pore size was in the scale of tens of µm.
Compared to CFP, the diameters of the CF and CAF fibers were much larger. In addition,
the fibers of CF and CAF were stacked compactly. Therefore, their porosity was lower
than that of CFP. Such a compact structure might be advantageous for the trapping of
mainstream components. The porosity of the top CF layer (Figure 2B) was slightly higher
than that of the bottom CF layer (Figure 2D) due to the smaller compression pressure used
during layer fabrication.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of Cambridge filter pad (CFP), cotton fiber layer (CF), and cellulose acetate
fiber interlayer (CAF).

Figure 2. SEM images of (A) Cambridge filter pad (CFP), (B) top cotton fiber layer (CF), (C) cellulose
acetate fiber interlayer (CAF), and (D) bottom CF layer.

3.2. Interactions between the CF/CAF and Glycerol/Glycerol Triacetate

Both CF and CAF have high affinity with typical constituents in the mainstream of
tobacco smoke. To demonstrate this point, DFT analysis was conducted. Structural models
of SiO2, cellulose, and cellulose acetate, mimicking CFP, CF, and CAF, respectively, were
constructed. Glycerol and glycerol triacetate, major additives in cigarette filters, were
selected as model substances to evaluate the affinity between the mainstream components
and the filter pad. The binding energies of glycerol and glycerol triacetate on SiO2 were
calculated to be 0.234 and 0.241 eV, respectively (Figure 3). These positive binding energies
suggest that adsorption of glycerol and glycerol triacetate on SiO2 is thermodynamically
unfavorable. In contrast, the binding energies of glycerol and glycerol triacetate on both
CAF and CF were negative, suggesting that CAF and CF have higher affinity with main-
stream components than SiO2. Such a high affinity is beneficial for the trapping of these
components from the smoke mainstream. The binding of glycerol and glycerol triacetate
with CFP, CF, and CAF was further characterized in FTIR experiments (Figure 4). The FTIR
spectra of glycerol and glycerol triacetate were firstly collected and used as a reference.
The FTIR spectra of glycerol showed a characteristic peak for the stretching vibration
of OH- bond (3290 cm−1) [23]. Characteristic peaks assigned to stretching vibrations of
-C=O (1740 cm−1) and -C-O- (1040 cm−1) were identified from the spectra of glycerol triac-
etate [24]. The FTIR spectra of CFP, CF and CAF was also collected. For CFP, a typical band
associated with Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching vibration (1030 cm−1) was observed in the
FTIR spectra [25]. The FTIR spectra of CF showed a peak for the in-plane wagging vibration
of -OH. In addition, the peak assigned to the stretching vibration of -C=O (1740 cm−1) was
present in the spectra. This peak could be originated from the protein and pectin in CF [26].
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The peak for the stretching vibration of -C=O was also observed in the spectra of CAF be-
cause CAF is rich in acetyl groups [27]. The bands corresponding to the stretching vibration
of the OH- bond (3290 cm−1), C-H stretching vibration (2930 cm−1, 2870 cm−1), CH2 sym-
metric bending vibration (1430 cm−1), C-O stretching of the secondary alcohol (1105 cm−1),
and C-O stretching of the primary alcohol (1040 cm−1) were observed in the FTIR spectra
of glycerol-loaded samples (glycerin@CFP, glycerin@CF, and glycerin@CAF) [23]. Similarly,
bands from glycerol triacetate also occurred in the FTIR spectra of glycerol triacetate@CFP,
glycerol triacetate@CF, and glycerol triacetate@CAF (2950 cm−1 for CH2 asymmetrical
stretching vibration, 1740 cm−1 for C=O stretching vibration, 1370, 1220 cm−1 C-H defor-
mation vibrations, and 1040 cm−1 for C-O stretching vibration) [24]. These results show
that CFP, CF, and CAF could adsorb glycerol and glycerol triacetate and be used as filters
for these substances.

Figure 3. Optimized configuration showing the adsorption of glycerol on (A) SiO2, (B) cellulose, and
(C) cellulose acetate, and glycerol triacetate on (D) SiO2, (E) cellulose, and (F) cellulose acetate.

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of (A) CFP, (B) CF, and (C) CAF adsorbed with glycerol and (D) CFP, (E) CF,
and (F) CAF adsorbed with glycerol triacetate.

3.3. Trapping Performance of CF/CAF/CF Pad

Finally, the triglyceride triacetate and glycerol trapping performance of the filter pads
was evaluated. The weight of the CAF interlayer varied from 0.1 g to 0.5 g to probe
the effect of the CAF interlayer on the trapping performance of the CF/CAF/CF pad.
Each experiment was repeated at least three times, and the average value of the trapped
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weight is shown (Figure 5, Table S1). CFP showed poor trapping performance against
glycerol triacetate. The weight of the collected glycerol triacetate on CFP was 0.03 mg,
0.04 mg, 0.08 mg, 0.18 mg, 0.12 mg, 0.06 mg, 0.08 mg, and 0.07 mg from the 1st suction
to the 8th suction, respectively. In the 4th suction, CFP trapped the highest amount of
glycerol triacetate. All of the CF/CAF/CF pads showed significantly higher glycerol
triacetate collection performance than CFP. For example, the trapped glycerol triacetate on
CF/CAF0.4/CF was 0.87 mg, 0.64 mg, 0.90 mg, 0.53 mg, 1.01 mg, 0.85 mg, 0.77 mg, and
0.97 mg from the 1st suction to the 8th suction. The total weight of the collected glycerol
triacetate on CF/CAF0.2/CF reached 4.77 mg, 623% higher than that for CFP. The high
amount of glycerol triacetate trapped on CF/CAF/CF could be because the polarity of
glycerol triacetate is close to that of cellulose acetate. The glycerol trapping performance of
CFP was close to that of the CF/CAF/CF pad. Varying the interlayer weight of CF/CAF/CF
did not influence the trapping performance of the CF/CAF/CF pad. Among all of the
samples, CF/CAF0.2/CF showed the highest trapping capability. The glycerol collected
on CF/CAF0.2/CF was 0.12 mg, 0.11 mg, 0.18 mg, 0.48 mg, 0.77 mg, 0.72 mg, 0.45 mg, and
0.24 mg from the 1st suction to the 8th suction, respectively. Based on all of the results
above, CF/CAF0.2/CF is the optimal choice for the fabrication of mainstream smoke filters
due to its balanced smoke trapping performance and material cost.

Figure 5. Quantified trapping of (A) glycerol triacetate and (B) glycerol with CFP and different
CF/CAF/CF pads at different puffs.

4. Conclusions

A three-layer mainstream smoke filter, with cotton fiber (CF) layers on both sides
and a cellulose acetate fiber (CAF) interlayer in between, was developed. Both the CF
and CAF have high affinity with the constituents of mainstream smoke, such as glycerol
and glycerol acetate. Therefore, the composite CF/CAF/CF filter could effectively collect
these constituents from the mainstream smoke. A comparative study showed that the
as-developed CF/CAF0.2/CF filter is superior to the standard CFP filter. We envision that
the newly developed CF/CAF/CF filter may find many applications in the analysis of
mainstream smoke.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app12094196/s1, Table S1: The weight of detected glycerin and
triglyceride triacetate on CF/CAF/CF pad with different interlayer weights and CPF.
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